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When you invite guests for lunch or dinner, you would love to welcome them to an elaborately
decorated dining room. Elegantly designed dining furniture crafted from oak is a symbol of opulence
and good taste that most homeowners love to flaunt. Oak dining furniture pieces are sturdy and
durable. Moreover, with proper care you can hand them to future generations.

Types of oak dining furniture

Furniture pieces, crafted from oak, designed for the dining area are available in reputed furniture
outlets. If time constraint prevents you from visiting a furniture store, consider shopping from an
online oak furniture store from the comforts of your home. There are a variety of dining chairs with
either fabric or leather seat. You can bring home a standard oak dining table or larger wooden table
for occupying the center space of large dining halls. Display cabinet and wine racks are other
essential furniture pieces created from oak.

Care for oak dining furniture

Among the different furniture pieces in a house, those placed in the dining area need maximum
care. As the dining furniture, especially the dining table is exposed to heat and humidity, regular
care is essential for retaining the natural appearance of the furniture. Although untreated as well as
treated oak are used for crafting dining furniture, the untreated timber is more widely used for
constructing indoor furniture pieces. If your dining furniture is constructed with untreated oak,
appropriate care is necessary for preventing staining and retaining the natural luster of the timber.

At least once a year, good quality teak oil should be applied to the furniture. The natural oil of teak
increases the resistance of the wooden furniture to pest and insect attack. Moreover, it increases
the ability of the timber to withstand extreme temperature and high levels of humidity. Instead of the
expensive high-grade teak oil, you can also use Danish oil. Occasionally, the furniture can be wiped
with this lubricant.

The risk of staining can be minimized with the help of certain home remedies. The water marks left
behind on the dining table can be eliminated by applying butter or margarine to the area. After
leaving butter on the area for several hours, wipe the butter and then polish the surface of the table.
If the stain does not respond to the butter treatment, wipe the area with olive oil and ash paste.
Waxing is recommended to protect the furniture from scratches. If an area of the table is
accidentally scorched, leaving toothpaste on the burn for several hours may help to fade the mark.
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